SNAC
EDITORIAL POLICY AND STANDARDS WORKING GROUP UPDATES
OVERVIEW

• Meet with virtual monthly meetings
• Craft policy recommendations that go to the Operations Committee for approval, and to the Technology Infrastructure Working Group for feedback
• Work closely with SNACSchool Team, with Dina and Jerry collaborating closely with us and I'm also part of the volunteer crew for SNACSchool
• Always looking for new members! Email elizabeth_coup@harvard.edu
Policies

All policies:
https://portal.snaccooperative.org/node/352

Creating, Editing, and Ingesting Corporate Body Entity Descriptions

SNAC Ethos of Care

IN PROGRESS

Sub-groups

- Enslaved description working group continues to develop their model for description of enslaved people
- New sub-group, the Indigenous description working group

Work in progress

- Editing information/reparative editing note
- New Vocabulary Management System implementation
- SNACSchool need
- and... we’re doing a

USER SURVEY!